Branch Deposit

VSoft’s OnView Branch Deposit increases efficiency for your
staff by simplifying back-office operations. Disparate back-office
systems can cause a negative ripple effect across your financial
institution, absorbing time and labor that could be allocated to
other impactful tasks. OnView Branch Deposit automates the
validation and balancing of check deposits and payments,
releasing your staff from manual entry in the back office.
Your financial institutions can automate file transmissions to
accommodate volume in peak business hours. The streamlined
workflows help reduce posting errors and improve staff
efficiency.
VSoft’s device agnostic OnView Branch Deposit is web-based,
meaning it can be easily accessed on any device with internet
connectivity, providing your staff with more flexibility. OnView
Branch Deposit allows you to adapt your business operations
with changing technology and trends. The easy-to-use platform
features an intuitive interface, so your staff can be up and
running fast.
The platform was designed to be customizable, so you can
structure it to fit your back-office operations and not the other
way around. With OnView Branch Deposit, your financial
institution can easily streamline operations while improving the
experience of your staff.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
CAN BENEFIT FROM:
Deposit and payment processing
automation that reduces errors and
branch workload
Reduced fraud with AFS real-time fraud
detection
Simplified end-of-day settlement
between branches and central processing
Faster posting and funds availability
Reduced operational overhead, and
central storage
Improved user experience on more
devices
Customizable interface to suite your
business operations
Secure single sign-on access
Built-in recognition that improves quality
and balancing
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Branch Deposit
MANAGE OPERATIONS EASILY WITH ONVIEW BRANCH DEPOSIT
OnView Branch Deposit streamlines your operations with powerful features that engage employees while
simplifying their tasks, resulting in fewer errors and faster processing.

HIGHLY ACCESSIBLE
OnView Branch Deposit was designed with
JavaScript-based Angular JS technology for a
consistent, customizable, and intuitive interface
that can be accessed using a smartphone, tablet, or
computer. Staff members benefit from the option
to complete tasks on more interactive and flexible
devices.
COMPREHENSIVE VALIDATION
Comprehensive automation technology minimizes
the exceptions staff members receive. CAR/LAR,
image quality and usability assurance, automatic
re-orientation, and our Intelligent Repair Image
System (IRIS) verifies and repairs the image

ROLE MANAGEMENT
Manage user roles simply through the
comprehensive administrator profile to maintain the
security of your branch operations and image archive.
Our platform takes the complexity out of restricting
and establishing access by role, user, account range,
and more.

FRAUD DETECTION
VSoft’s OnView Branch Deposit integrates with AFS
True Checks to provide real-time fraud detection
for your financial institution.

AUTOMATED WORKFLOWS
Fully automated image and data workflows help your
staff save time and improve operational efficiencies
in the branch. Automation improves the speed that
most transactions are handled and processed.

BUSINESS RULES
Flexible business rules allow you to tailor every part
of your payment processing, from the number of
branches to the types of transaction documents you
capture or the fields you validate.
AUDIT TRAIL
The advanced audit trail captures over 150 metadata
elements and includes them in the long-term archive
for in-depth research and reporting.
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DUPLICATE DETECTION
VSoft’s real-time, in-application duplicate detection
leverages the integrated archive to identify
duplicates before the check is sent for back office
processing. The staff member receives instant
feedback, allowing them to address the issue
immediately.

BALANCING
In-application balancing helps streamline processing. Institutions can balance multiple transaction
types and have the option to balance in a variety of
ways that best fits with their business operations.

